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Recommendations made in SKY Mapping can be imported into a Blend Ticket in the Agvance program. Importing

recommendations from SKY Mapping into Blends or Plans automatically links products the same way as when

exporting to SKY Mapping. If no products are selected, a warning will display indicating it is not possible to import to

the POS. There is now an option to view the summarized information combining like products before importing to

the POS.

1. In Agvance, go to Blending / File / Open / Blend Ticket. Select the appropriate Field and choose Add.

Note: The Customer and Field must be in SKY Mapping in order to import SKY Mapping Recommendations. 

2. On the Add Blend Ticket window, select Import Mapping Recs. 

3. Use the Location Filter drop-down to select the Location from which the products will default on the

recommendation. 

4. Select the desired recommendation from the grid at the top of the window. Lines displaying in blue indicate the

recommendation has already been imported into a Blend Ticket. However, recommendations can be imported

into a Blend Ticket more than once. 

Multiple recommendation lines can be selected to be imported into the Blend Ticket. 

Recommendation boundaries can be viewed by right-clicking on the recommendation in the grid at the

top of the window. 

5. Once the recommendations have been selected, choose Add to Detail Grid. 

6. In the Detail grid at the bottom of the window, review the selected recommendation information.

Products to be imported display in the column. Products default based on the Location selected from the

Location Filter at the top of the window. If the product needs changed or no product is populated, double-

click in the  column for that line and choose the appropriate product from the desired location. 

7. Select Import Products to POS. 

8. The Import SKY Mapping Recommendation window closes and the recommendations are imported into the Add

Blend Ticket window. 

9. The Blend Ticket can be edited as needed and saved.


